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CHAOS ON THE CITIZENS BAND-REGULATORY
SOLUTIONS FOR SPECTRUM POLLUTION
Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, in a 1924 congressional
hearing, remarked that
[t]elephome communication [by means of radio] is impossible between individuals from the point of view of public interest as there
are a very limited number of wave lengths which can be applied
for this purpose and the greater usefulness of the available wave
bands for broadcasting communication inhibits their use for personal communication.'
On November 9, 1925, Mr. Hoover told the Fourth National Radio
Conference: "We can no longer deal on the basis that there is room
for everybody on the radio highways. There are more vehicles on the
roads than can get by, and if they continue to jam in all -will be stopped."2
In the two decades following Hoover's remarks dramatic improvements in radio technology took place which widened the radio highways
by opening up previously unusable bands for communications usage.
In 1945, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) took the
first step towards establishing exactly -what Hoover had called impossible: a Citizens Band for personal two-way radio commumcation between individuals. 3
Citizens Radio Service (CRS) has become the largest, in terms
of numbers of both licensees and transmitters, of all the services regulated by the FCC.4 The phenomenal growth of CRS actually began
1.

FCC, OFFICE OF NETWORK Sruy,

SEcoND INTERIM REPORT, TELEVISION

NETWORK PROGRAM PROCUREMENT-PART II, at 77-78 (1965).
2. Id. at 79.
3. The concept of a Citizens Band was embodied in the allocation of frequencies
in the 460-470 Megahertz (MHz) band to provide for personal and business uses of citizens who did not come within any of the other defined services. FCC, REPORT OF PROPosED ALLOCATIONS FROM 25,000 KILOCYCLES [KHz] TO 30,000,000 KILOCYcLEs,
Docket No. 6651 (Jan. 15, 1945). See 10 Fed. Reg. 901 (1945) (order adopting Report
of Proposed Allocations). The actual birthdate of the Citizens Radio Service is given
as January 1949. 1951 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 104.
4. The Citizens Radio Service is one of some forty Safety and Special Radio
Services regulated by the FCC. Examples of other radio services within this category
include the Aviation, Marine, Railroad, Police, and Fire Services. Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp. v. United States, 345 F.2d 278, 280 n.3 (2d Cir. 1965). CRS not only
dwarfs all of the services in this cateogry but is larger in terms of numbers of licensees
[797]
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in 1958 with the authorization of a new class of service, known as Class
D.1 Equipment for the new Class D frequencies was relatively inexpensive in comparison with the price of equipment which provided satisfactory performance on the band allocated for the original Class A
service.' The concept of Class D CRS proved extremely attractive to
the American public. The equipment was easy to install, simple to operate, and any United States citizen eighteen years or older could obtain
a license by merely filing an application.7 Although the "ham" bands
of the Amateur Radio Service had been in use for a number of years
prior to the establishment of CRS, access was and continues to be restricted to those persons who pass comprehensive technical examinations administered by the FCC. Recent statistics show that there are
more than eight hundred thousand licensees8 owning nearly four million authorized transmitters9 in the CRS. Nearly all of these operate
on the Class D band which contains only twenty-three channels. It is
only natural that problems would arise when twenty-three channels
must be shared by such a large number of users.
The FCC's initial regulatory efforts were aimed at minimizing interference on the Class D band by restricting users' -transmitter power,' 0
limiting the duration of their communications," and reserving certain
channels for specific uses.' 2 As interference problems grew worse the
FCC resorted to more unusual regulatory measures, the most controversial of which was a rule specifically forbidding hobby-type communication,'1 i.e., radio communication motivated by nothing more than a
desire to contact another station. Licensees opposing this rule claimed
that by regulating the content of their messages the rule violated their
freedom of speech as guaranteed by the First Amendment to the Constitution.' 4 It was also argued that the rule prohibiting hobby-type
communication constituted censorship in direct violation of section 326
and transmitters than any radio service regulated by the commission including the
Broadcast Service. 1973 FCC ANNUAL REPoRT 194, 298.
5. Class D CRS was established in 1958 by reallocating frequencies in the range
26.96-27.23 MHz from the Amateur Radio Service to the Citizens Radio Service. 42
F.C.C. 874 (1958).
6. See notes 41 & 43 inf ra.
7. Eligibility requirements for CRS licenses are covered by the Code of Federal
Regulations. 47 C.F.R. § 95.13 (1973). Originally, CRS licenses were issued without
charge. There is now a twenty-five dollar fee which covers the cost of processing the
application. 1973 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 22-24.
8. 1973 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 191.

9.
10.
11.
12.

Id. at 298.
47 C.F.R. § 95.43 (1973) (station power limits).
Id. § 95.91 (duration of transmissions).
Id. § 95.41 (frequencies available).

13.

Id. § 95.83 (prohibited uses).

14.

For a discussion of this free speech issue, see 30 Fed. Reg. 2706, 2707 (1965).
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of the Communications Act, which provides:
Nothing in this chapter shall be understood or construed to give the
Commission the power of censorship over the radio communications or signals -transmitted by any radio station, and no regulation
or condition shall be promulgated or fixed by the Commission
which shall interfere with the right of free speech by means of radio
communication. 5
This rule was upheld by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp. v. United States,16 but has, nevertheless, proved most difficult to enforce. The interference problems on
the Class D band have grown to the point where legitimate users in
some areas of the United States find the band nearly useless due to
general overcrowding and wilful violation of FCC rules."
Faced with the continuing pollution of the Class D band, the FCC
issued a proposed rulemaking in June of 197318 exploring the possibility of creating a new Class E service to operate on a VHF (very high
frequency) band and redefining the permissible uses of the Class D
band with the possibility of phasing out either personal or business
use. 9 The FCC has not, in the meantime, given up hope for Class
D CRS. On July 31, 1974, two notices of proposed rulemaking were
released by the FCC aimed specifically towards improving the situation
on the Class D band. The first proposal would amend the CRS rules
to prohibit the marketing of certain equipment which can be used to
boost the power output of Class D transmitters far beyond legal limits.20
Such equipment is perfectly legal to sell and purchase under the present rules which forbid only its use. The second proposal seeks to examine and revise, in part, all rules pertaining to operating requirements
for Class D stations. The most significant aspects of this second proposal involve increasing the number of channels available to Class D
users by expanding the size of the present band and requiring the use
of transmitters which make more efficient use of available frequency
15. 47 U.S.C. § 326 (1970).
16. 345 F.2d 278 (2d Cir. 1965); accord, California Citizens Band Ass'n v.
United States, 375 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1967).
17. "Most enforcement actions... have involved licensees of class D stations in
the Citizens Radio Service where there have been widespread abuses. Monitoring and
inspections have disclosed repeated and willful violations of many of the Commission's
rules. Typical abuses include use of pseudonyms to avoid detection, use of unauthorized
frequencies, long-distance communications ('skipping'), excessive 'on-the-air' time, use
of obscene, indecent, or profane language, use of overheight antennas, and overpower
operations. These illegal practices are seriously impairing legitimate use of the service."
1967 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 104.
18. 38 Fed. Reg. 15854 (1973). For Appendix 2 of this Class E Proposal, see
62 P & F RADIo REG. 15 (1973).
19. 38 Fed. Reg. 15854, 15855 para. 10(h) (1970).
20. 39 Fed. Reg. 28165 (1974).
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space. 21 This transmitter requirement would, if enacted, force the vast
majority of Class D users to purchase new equipment, since their present transmitters could not be modified to meet the proposed technical
standards.
The potential impact of these proposals is considerable since
nearly one million American citizens have invested approximately $500
million in Class D radio equipment which may be rendered obsolete.
Prior FCC legal actions, especially those dealing with radio and TV
broadcasting, have had a great impact on the American public, but no
prior action has had the potential of directly affecting one million licensees. The matter of public interest is a necessary part of any analysis
of FCC actions since the commission is statutorily charged22 with managing the radio spectrum for the benefit of the public interest.
The lawlessness exhibited by many users of the Class D band is
not a merely domestic problem. As a result of the long distance characteristics of this band, some domestic abuses of CRS result in worldwide interference problems. One writer is certain that the international interference caused by CRS rule violators will have an adverse
impact on the spectrum reallocation proposals which the United States
may place before the next International Telecommunications Union
World Administrative Radio Conference. 23 In addition, the spectrum
space proposed to be occupied by the new Class E band is presently
allocated on a shared basis to the Amateur Radio Service (hams) and
Government Radiolocation (a military radio system used in conjunction
with missile testing). Reallocation of this space to CRS is not only opposed by the present occupants but presents a possible direct violation
of international law as embodied in the (Geneva) Radio Rules.
This note will focus on the issues involved in federal management
of the Citizens Radio Service. The nature of these issues necessitates
the inclusion of background material concerning the history and development of federal and international radio regulation in conjunction with
an explanation of the nature of radio waves and the electromagnetic
spectrum. The radio spectrum is a limited resource, and the science
of spectrum management is becoming increasingly important as a
means of preventing spectrum pollution and insuring optimal utilization. The Citizens Radio Service complete with its associated problems
serves as a microcosmic model illustrating many of the important concepts involved in spectrum management. The proposed modifications
of the CRS will be discussed with an eye towards fashioning workable
regulatory solutions to the present chaos on the Citizens Band.
21.

Id. at 28167.

22.
23.

47 U.S.C. § 303(g) (1970).
Orr, The Inquiring Spectator-A Personal View of Amateur Radio Today, CQ

MAGAZINE,

Jan. 1974, at 48, 49.
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Federal Regulation of Radio Communications
History and Development
Broadcasting, although it has become the best known and most
popular type of radio communication, was not the first use of radio. In
the years prior to 1921, the principal uses had been for two-way communication between ships and shore stations and in the experimental
activities of amateur radio operators more popularly known as
"hams."2 Broadcasting was unknown when Congress enacted the
Wireless-Ship Act of June 24, 1910,28 and the Radio Act of August
13, 1912.20 The early 1920's witnessed the birth and phenomenally
rapid growth of commercial radio broadcasting. New stations commenced operation in rapid succession and interference between them
became an increasingly serious problem. The secretary of commerce's
attempts to prevent interference and to provide for orderly operation
on the broadcast band met with failure. His authority to deny licenses
under the Radio Act of 1912 was successfully challenged in several
court decisions, 27 with the result that each new broadcast station simply
appropriated any wavelength it desired, regardless of the interference
caused to others operating on the same frequency. On February 23,
1927, in response to the breakdown of regulation and the worsening
situation on the broadcast band, Congress enacted the Radio Act of
1927. ' 8 This act created the Federal Radio Commission and gave it
broad regulatory powers over radio. The functions of the Federal
Radio Commission were subsequently assumed by the Federal Communications Commission which was established by the Communications
Act of 1934.29

Although broadcasting from its inception received the largest
share of legislative and public attention, two-way radio communication
continued to grow with the discovery of new uses and technical improvements. During the chaotic period on the broadcast band which
preceded the Radio Act of 1927, broadcasters exerted considerable
pressure to have their band enlarged. Despite their efforts, this enlargement was never made. One important reason was that most home
receivers were capable of receiving only stations transmitting within the
24. FCC, OFFICE OF NETWORK STUDY, SECOND INTERIM REPORT, TELEVISION
NETWORK PROGRAM PROCuREMENT-PART H, at 61 (1965).
25. Ch. 379, 36 Stat. 629 (requiring two-way radio equipment aboard passenger
steamers), as amended, Act of July 23, 1912, ch. 250, 37 Stat. 199.
26. Ch. 287, 37 Stat. 302 (vesting radio licensing authority in the secretary of
commerce and labor).
27. See, e.g., Hoover v. Intercity Radio Co., 286 F. 1003 (D.C. Cir. 1923); United
States v. Zenith Radio Corp., 12 F.2d 614 (N.D. Ill.
1926).
28. Ch. 169, 44 Stat. 1162.
29. Ch. 652. 48 Stat. 1064, as amended, 47 U.S.C. §§ 151-609 (1970).
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band of frequencies originally allocated to broadcasting. Another reason, however, was that Congress realized that an expansion of the
broadcast band would reduce the bands used for maritime communication. Congress, even at this early date, realized the necessity of preserving ample portions of the radio spectrum for essential two-way radio
communication services.
International Regulation of Radio Communication
The apportionment and use of the radio spectrum is governed on
the international level by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), 30 a specialized agency of the United Nations with a membership
of more than 135 countries. The international law relevant to this discussion is the International Telecommunication Convention and annexed Radio Regulations. This body of law is administered, interpreted, and enforced by the International Frequency Registration
Board, a body which exists within the framework of the ITU. The international frequency allocations made by the international radio conferences representing all ITU members are formally adopted and thereafter appear in article 5 of the (Geneva) Radio Regulations 3 in the
form of an international "Table of Frequency Allocations." The
United States, as an ITU member, has codified this international Table
of Frequency Allocations.3 2 The primary purpose of the allocation table is to prevent harmful radio interference between radio services of
different nations.
The Radio Spectrum as a Limited Resource
A radio transmitter generates electromagnetic energy which is radiated from the antenna in the form of waves. The frequency of a
transmitted radio signal is the number of waves which emanate from
the antenna each second. Frequency is expressed in hertz,33 a term
which stands for cycles (waves) per second. The electromagnetic
spectrum is a continuous band of frequencies extending upwards from
zero hertz.
30.

For an in-depth discussion of the ITU's role in international regulation of

radio, see D.

LEIVE, INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL LAW:

THE REGULATION OF THE RADIo SPECTRUM

(1970).

31. General Secretariat, ITU, Radio Regulations (1968) (Geneva). Such regulations are comprised of those adopted by the ITU World Administrative Radio Conference in Geneva. Multilateral-Radio Regulations. Dec. 21, 1959, [1961] 12 U.S.T.
2377, T.I.A.S. No. 4893. Amendments to these regulations have been adopted by subsequent ITU conferences.
32. 47 C.F.R. § 2.106 (1973).
33. The term hertz (abbreviated Hz) was adopted in honor of Heinrich Hertz, a
physicist whose discoveries played an important role in the early development of radio.
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Figure 1 provides a graphic illustration of the electromagnetic
spectrum and the physical properties possessed by electromagnetic radiation of various frequencies. 34
Figure 1
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
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In order to avoid referring to thousands or millions of hertz, the
prefixes kilo, mega, and giga are used. A kilohertz (KHz) stands for
1000 cycles per second; the terms megahertA (MHz) and gigahertz
(GHz) stand for 1 million and 1 billion cycles per second, respectively.
The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum which has been defined
as the "radio spectrum" spans from 10 KHz to 3,000 GHz. In order
to comprehend the size of the radio spectrum, consider the fact that
all the frequencies allocated to radio and television broadcasting account for less than I percent of the total space in the radio spectrum.
The aforementioned comparison gives the impression that the
radio spectrum is an almost limitless resource with plenty of room for
new stations of all types. Exactly the opposite is true. Due to a variety
of physical factors and technical limitations, only a small part of the total
available radio spectrum is presently suitable for communication uses. 35
The radio spectrum is a finite resource. Spectrum pollution is not
a theoretical possibility which might occur in the distant future, but it
is a presently existing reality. In radio communications, utilization of
the higher frequencies requires a correspondingly more sophisticated
technology. The earliest radio communication experiments were conducted on frequencies near the low end of the spectrum, generally below 1 MHz. In radio communications, a continuous improvement in
technology has resulted in dramatic extensions of the upper frequency
limits of the usable radio spectrum.
34. This figure illustrating the electromagnetic spectrum is adapted from one
which appears in Barrow & Manelli, Communications Technology-A Forecast of
Change (Part 1), 34 L. & CoNTmMp. PROB. 205, 208 (1969).

35. The radio spectrum refers to all frequencies ranging from 10 KHz to 3,000
GHz. At the present time, only frequencies below 40 GHz are allocated by the TU,
and even this space (representing 1.3 percent of the radio spectrum) is not fully occupied. There is only occasional experimental use of the frequencies above 40 GHz. Frequencies higher than 40 GHz are subject to excessive attenuation or absorption by the
atmosphere, thus limiting their use for communication purposes. H. LEViN, THE INviSIPLE
jOUIAC4:
USEq ANP fIctLATION QF ThE FADIQ SPETRUM 18 (1971),
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Interference
Generally speaking, two radio signals can be simultaneously
broadcast on the same frequency without interfering with each other
provided that the transmitters are limited in power and antenna height
and are separated by a sufficient geographical distance. Television
broadcast stations located in different cities often operate on the same
channel. These stations do not interfere with each other because the
two transmitters are far enough apart so that the signals from one station do not penetrate into the area covered by signals from the other.
Radio propagation characteristics3 6 describe a phenomenon which
is directly relevant to many of the current interference problems encountered on the Class D Citizens Band. The propagation characteristics of radio waves are directly related to the frequency of the transmitted signal. The following table taken from section 2.101 of Title 47
of the Code of Federal Regulations (1973) shows the various designations used to describe different parts of the radio spectrum.
Figure 2
NOMENCLATURE OF FREQUENCIES

VLF (very low frequency)
LF (low frequency)
MF (medium frequency)
HF (high frequency)
VHF (very high frequency)
UHF (ultra high frequency)

Below 30 KHz
30 to 300 KHz
300 to 3000 KHz
3 to 30 MHz
30 to 300 MHz
300 to 3000 MHz

Signals transmitted on the lower frequencies (VLF and LF) tend

to hug the earth's curve as they travel away from the antenna. These
so-called "ground wave" signals are useful for consistent long-range
communications. Signals transmitted on F and HF bands tend to depart from the earth's surface. When these signals (called "skywaves")
hit the ionosphere -they are reflected and return to earth, often at a
point far distant from the point at which they were originally transmitted. This reflection phenomenon (called "skip" or "skipping") results
in long distance HF communication, which can be achieved with far
less transmitter power than is necessary to assure VLF or LF groundwave coverage of the same distance. The long distance skip phenomenon is not, however, reliable. The reflectivity of the ionosphere is determined by the intensity of solar radiation, the frequency of the transmitted signal, and -the angle at which the signal strikes the ionosphere.
The last two factors are within the control of humans; the first is not.
Reflectivity is not, however, completely unpredictable. Day-night variations and seasonal changes in solar radiation can be predicted with a
36.

The simplified discussion of propagation characteristics is condensed.

more complete discussion, see
HANDBOOK

AMERICAN

559-66 (50th ed. 1973).

RADIO

RELAY

LEAGUE,

RADIo

For a
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reasonable degree of accuracy. Solar "weather" (resulting from flares,
sunspots, and other related activities) has a profound effect on the ionosphere and is at least as unpredictable as our own weather.
At still higher frequencies (VHF, UHF, and above), the skip phenomenon disappears. While the ionosphere at certain times acts as a

mirror to HF signals, it is virtually transparent to VHF and UHF sigals. 37 These higher frequency signals go right through the ionosphere

instead of bouncing off it, thus limiting signal coverage to what is called

"line of sight" or "horizon limited range."3 8 Since signals at these fre-

quencies are not reflected from the ionosphere and do not exhibit the
same long-range ground hugging characteristics of LF and VLF signals,
the range is essentially limited by antenna height and, to a lesser extent,
transmitter power.

These VHF and UHF portions of the radio spec-

trum are useful for reliable short to medium distance communication,
generally under fifty miles.

Bandwidth and Modulation
There are a number of different methods by which radio waves

can be made to carry the human voice. When a person speaks into
a microphone an electrical signal is generated which varies in direct
proportion to the tone and volume of the speaker's voice. This electrical signal generated by the microphone can be used to alter a transmitted radio signal in such a way that when the signal is received, the
sounds of the voice can be reproduced through a loudspeaker. This
process is called "modulation." The three types of modulation which
are most relevant to the Citizens Radio Service are amplitude modulation (AM), frequency modulation (FM), and single sideband (SSB).

Each type has distinct advantages and drawbacks.

AM is the oldest

37. The statement that the ionosphere is virtually transparent to VHF and UHF
signals is, of course, a generalization. While ionospheric reflection propagation ("skip")
is virtually unknown above 200 MHz, it occurs occasionally on the lower end of the
VHF region. During peak sunspot cycles worldwide skip communications have been
made at 50 MHz. Changes in temperature and humidity of air masses in the lower atmosphere cause occasional long-range propagation of VHF and UHF signals. This rare
phenomenon, known as "tropospheric ducting" or "bending," allows VHF and UHF
waves to follow the earth's curvature for hundreds or even thousands of miles. Id. at
564-65.
38. The propagative characteristics of VHF and UHF signals are characterized as
"line of sight," meaning that a location will be reached by transmittal signal only if
that location can be seen from the top of the transmitting antenna. If a location is behind mountains, or over the horizon, it is beyond the line of sight and therefore out
of range. Increasing the height of the antenna extends the line of sight and thus increases the effective range. Television broadcast stations (which operate on VHF and
UHF bands) often locate their transmitting antennas on mountain tops in an effort to
maximize the area in which their signals can be received. R. SHRAERa, ELEcTRoNC
COMMUNICATON 435 (2d ed. 1967).
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type of voice modulation and is still widely used. AM provides a simple, inexpensive way to transmit voice messages, and AM signals can
be received with the simplest of receivers. FM offers a certain amount
of immunity to static and is used widely in high fidelity broadcasting
and VHF communications. The main disadvantage of this type of
modulation is that an FM signal generally occupies a wider space on
the radio spectrum than would an AM signal carrying the same sounds.
FM receivers are also more complex than those designed for AM reception. SSB is a relatively new type of modulation in which a standard
AM signal is modified before being transmitted. An AM signal consists of a steady "carrier" on the center frequency and two "sidebands,"
one slightly above and one slightly below the carrier frequency. Each
of the sidebands carries a complete identical voice signal. In SSB operation the carrier (which contains no voice signal and therefore serves
no useful purpose) and one sideband are eliminated and only a single
sideband is transmitted. SSB is very efficient from an energy standpoint since it saves power which would otherwise be wasted in transmitting a useless carrier and a redundant sideband. SSB is also efficient
from the point of view of spectrum utilization. "Bandwidth" is a term
used to describe the spectrum space which is occupied by a particular
signal. The bandwidth necessary for the transmission of one AM signal
could be used to transmit two different SSB signals. The exclusive use
of SSB has the desirable effect of doubling the size of a band which
has formerly been occupied by AM signals. This particular advantage
of SSB is particularly relevant to the current overcrowded situation on
the Class D Citizens Band. The only disadvantage of SSB is that it
requires equipment which is more complex and therefore more expensive than comparable AM gear.39
Citizens Radio Service-History and Development
of Class D CRS
Citizens Radio Service began in 1949 with the allocation 6f a Class
A UHF band for short distance personal or business radio communications.4 0 Due to the lack of suitable low cost UHF equipment, CRS
grew slowly4 and reached a total of only 40,000 licensees by 1958.
39.

SSB CRS equipment sells for nearly twice the price of comparable AM gear.

AM transceivers equipped for operation on all twenty-three Class D Citizens Band
channels are available for approximately $150. Comparable sets offering both SSB and
AM modes of operation start at about $300. LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS ANNUAL
CATALOGUE No. 750, at 248, 255 (1974).
40. L. SANDS, CLASS D CITIZENS RADIo 6 (1960) [hereinafter cited as SANDS].
41. "As in past years, the absence of readily available low-cost radio-telephone
equipment designed to operate in the 460-470 megacycle [MHz] region has been the
Qhief handicap to the expansion of this [Class A) servjce. ,,,."
1952 FCC ANNIun
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At that time it was decided to establish a new Class D Citizens Band
in the HF (27 MHz) region of the radio spectrum. The Class D Citizens Band was divided into twenty-three channels to be used for lowpowered voice communication of a general or business nature. The
27 MHz region of the spectrum was not the most suitable location for
the new Citizens Band. The Class D band, formerly allocated to the
Amateur Radio Service (hams), exhibits sporadic long distance transmission characteristics which render it less than ideal for the intended
short-range concept embodied in the establishment of Class D service. 2

One advantage, however, was that in 1968, equipment operating on the3

27 M-z band could be manufactured at considerably less expense
than equipment which would give satisfactory results on higher frequencies such as those allocated for the original Class A band. The
Class D licensing concept was totally different from the licensing
scheme embodied in the Amateur Radio Service. No technical examinations of any kind were required as a condition precedent to obtaining

a Class D license. Any U.S. citizen older than eighteen could qualify
for a license by merely filing an application with the FCC. The widespread appeal of Class D Citizens Radio is reflected in the growth of
the Citizens Radio Service to over eight hundred thousand licensees
and nearly 4 million authorized transmitters in 1973. 44
From the outset, the FCC intended that the Class D Citizens Band
was to be used for serious communications. The operation of a station
for the mere enjoyment of so doing was not considered a legitimate

use."

This "hobby" function is provided for in the Amateur Radio

REPORT 102. The cost of a suitable Class A radiotelephone transceiver in the early fifties was typically $500 to $600. SANDs, supra note 41, at 7.
42. 38 Fed. Reg. 15854 § 6 (1970).
43. Suitable Class D transceivers were available during the sixties for about $180.
R. BROWN, CB RADIO OPERATOR'S GUIDE 59 (1969). This price compared quite favorably with the $500 and $600 cost for a Class A transceiver of comparable performance
capability. SANDs, supra note 40, at 7.
44. 1973 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 181, 298.
45. The reason that "hobby-talk" was never considered a legitimate use of CRS
is two-fold. A great demand for Class D CRS was foreseen from the beginning. The
FCC realized that the use of CRS for hobby-talk would interfere with a more important
competing use-involving the exchange of substantive messages. The second reason is
that CRS was not intended to supplement already existing services. The Amateur Radio
Service already provided the opportunity for hobby operations and thus there existed no
compelling reason to allow this type of operation on the Citizens Band. 25 Fed. Reg.
1408, 1409 (1960). The FCC has been adamant in refusing to provide an examinationfree service for people who merely want to chat. When asked if he ever anticipated
the day when such a service might be established, EJ. Galins, engineer-in-charge of the
commission's 18th district field engineering office, answered: "No. The FCC has
pointed out time and again that anyone who wants to use radio as a hobby is welcome
to take an examination for a[n] . . . amateur radio license ....
Then they can talk
to their heart's content on frequencies reserved throughout the world for fostering radio
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Service, where hams, after passing stringent technical examinations, are
authorized to operate on a number of bands. 6 The only restrictions
placed on the nature of their conversations is their communications
4 7
must not be connected with any commercial purpose or enterprise.
Prohibition Against Hobby-Type Communications:
The Legal Battle
Hobby-type operation flourished from the very outset of the Class
D service, a fact which the commission attributed to users' mistaken
interpretation of the rules. In order to correct this situation, the FCC
amended the CRS rules in 196048 to indicate more clearly what types
of communication were considered permissible and to state in comment
that hobby-type communications were not allowed. A later FCC regulation released in 1964 stated:
(a) A Citizens radio station shall not be used:
(1) For engaging in radio communications as a hobby or diversion,
49
i.e., operating the radio station as an activity in and of itself.
It soon became obvious that the use of Class D Citizens Radio for
hobby communication was not due to a misunderstanding of the rules.
The new rules were written in plain language and received widespread
attention. The message was perfectly clear: hobby-type communication, i.e., transmitting merely for the pleasure of using the equipment
or discussing it with others, was strictly forbidden.
This rule did not sit well with many operators who envisioned the
Class D band as simply a ham band without stringent licensing requirements. Petitions for reconsideration were filed with the FCC by a
number of CB (Citizens Band) clubs and CB equipment manufacturers. These petitions5" alleged that the rule prohibiting hobby-type
as a hobby." Interview with E.J. Galins, FCC Engineer, in R. BROWN, CB RAD Io Op(1969).
46. Although the technical expertise necessary to obtain the lowest grade of Amateur license (Novice) is rather minimal, this license confers only limited operating privileges and is not renewable after expiration of the initial one-year term. It is hoped that
a Novice licensee will learn enough during this year to pass the far more stringent license tests necessary for continued operation. The justification for requiring technical
expertise as a condition precedent to operation on the Amateur bands is apparently related to the national value of having "a reserve of self-trained radio technicians and operators upon which the country can draw in time of war and other national need." 1951
FCC ANNUAL REPORT 100.
47. 47 C.F.R. § 97.114(c) (1973). This rule was challenged as violating the freedom of speech provision of the First Amendment and the anti-censorship provision of
section 326 of the Communications Act, 47 U.S.C. § 326 (1970). The Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that it did not violate either provision. Gross v. FCC,
480 F.2d 1288 (2d Cir. 1973).
48. 25 Fed. Reg. 1408 (1960).
49. 47 C.F.R. § 95.83(a) (1) (1973).
50. 30 Fed. Reg. 2706 (1965) (summary of contents of petitions).
MTOR'S GuiDE 45, 50
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communication: (a) was an unconstitutional abridgement of freedom
of speech; (b) constituted censorship in violation of section 326 of the
Communications Act; (c) was unlawful by reason of its vagueness; and
(d) was arbitrary, capricious, and not in the public interest.
The commission in a memorandum opinion and order, 1 refuted
these allegations and refused to change the rule, relying on its authority
under section 303 of the Communications Act to "classify radio stations" 2 and "prescribe the nature of the service to be rendered by each
class of licensed station." 53
Following this FCC action, Lafayette Radio Electronics Company,
a major manufacturer of Citizens Band equipment, petitioned the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit under the provisions of section 1039 of Title 5 of the United States Code (1950),4
seeking a temporary restraining order and an interlocutory injunction
against the new rule."0 The court of appeals held that section 326 of
the Communications Act 6 (denying censorship power to the FCC and
forbidding regulations which interfere with freedom of speech) had to
be read together with section 303, 7 which authorizes the commission
to classify and prescribe the nature of service to be rendered by stations.0 8 Noting that "700,000 Class D licensees [were] utilizing the
23 available frequencies" and that the number was still rapidly increasing, Judge Henry Friendly stated: "Here is truly a situation where if
everybody could say anything, many could say nothing. The very absence of restriction on the number of users may demand more restrictions on the use." 59 The rule was not arbitrary or capricious, according
to Judge Friendly, because hobby "chit-chat" was "absorbing an undue
amount of the time on the limited frequencies of the Citizens Radio
Service."6 The statement that "prohibition of other uses of minimal
utility may permissibly await demonstration of the need"' 61 opened the
door to further FCC use restrictions. The court held that the commission was empowered in the public interest to prohibit communications
"which serve no purpose other than the sheer pleasure of emitting them
51. Id.
52. 47 U.S.C. § 303(a) (1970).
53. Id. § 303(b) (1970) (emphasis added).
54. Section 1039 of Title 5 of the United States Code (1950) has been superseded
by section 2349 of Title 28 of the United States Code (1966).
55. Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp. v. United States, 345 F.2d 278 (2d Cir.
1965).
56. 47 U.S.C. § 326 (1970).
57. Id. § 303.
58. 345 F.2d at 281.
59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Id.
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and receiving a response. ' ' 62
The commission's victory in court has had little effect on actual
Citizens Band communications. Hobby-type operation has continued
to flourish throughout the country. The explanations for this phenomenon are diverse and speculative. A certain degree of technical expertise is needed to gain access to the "ham bands" of the Amateur Radio
Service. The increasing use of Class D CRS for hobby communication
provides evidence that the desire to chat via shortwave radio is not limited to those persons who are technically inclined. In a letter to the
FCC, an advocate of legalized hobby communication wrote:
The American people like to talk. CB'ers [Citizens Band operators] are different than Amateurs [hams], in as much as the mainclined, nor interested in the theory of
jority are not technically
63
building radios.
Since thousands of Citizens Band operators must share a limited
number of channels, those who engage in hobby-type communication
prevent others from using the channels for legitimate exchange of substantive messages. Hobby operators, dissatisfied with merely chatting
with local enthusiasts, eagerly await the frequent periods during which
ionospheric conditions facilitate long distance skip communication.
The interference problem caused by hobby operators is exacerbated by
the manufacture of special high-powered equipment to aid these violators in their quest for long distance contacts. Linear amplifiers, easily
installed devices which boost the output of low-powered Citizens Band
transmitters, have become widely available. A hobby operator using
one of these devices can boost the output of a standard CB transmitter
(legally limited to four watts) 64 to power levels which exceed those of
many commercial broadcast stations. The descriptive names given to
various models of these amplifiers6 5 leave little doubt that they are
aimed at the CB hobby market. While the FCC rules forbid the use
of these devices in the Class D service,66 their manufacture and sale
is perfectly legal. Linear amplifiers are invariably advertised in legitimate Citizens Band equipment catalogs.6 7 These advertisements,
62.

Id.

63. Letter from Nelle E. Cole to the FCC, Sept. 15, 1973. A copy of this letter,
which was supplied to the author by the FCC, is not reprinted in any U.S. Government
publication.
64. 47 C.F.R. § 95.43 (1973).
65. Examples of names given to various models include "Afterburner," "Band
Blaster,"
66.
in excess
67.

and "Powerhouse."
47 C.F.R. § 95.43 (1973). Use of such devices, which boosts output power
of four watts, specifically violates the statutory power limitations.
A typical linear amplifier advertisement, nestled among ads for legitimate Citi-

zens Band equipment, reads:
power'."

"[Give] your communications system .

.

. real 'talk

The ad goes on to state that this "[elasy to hook up" unit will "multiply the

range of any low power transceiver or transmitter."

The advertisement includes, of
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which extoll the advantages of high power operation, always conclude

with a warning that use of this equipment on the Class D band is, of
course, illegal. The widespread illegal use of high power has resulted
in very serious long-range interference problems. A legal user of lowpowered gear in California trying to contact a local station might, at
times, find all channels unusable due to "skip" interference from highpowered stations located on the East Coast. In 1966, confronted with
the seriousness of high-power interference, the FCC Annual Report
expressed dismay at the "irresponsibility shown by some producers of

equipment."6"

The report went on to state that "[piresent legitimate

users are discouraged by the disproportionate influence of the inconsid-

erate minority who flagrantly violate the rules ....
In order to avoid identification and subsequent prosecution, illegal
hobby operators do not use their assigned call letters and instead resort

to the use of pseudonyms. 70 The ranks of illegal hobby operators have
grown so large that they compete amongst themselves in an effort to

make their particular signal stand out above all the others. Whistles,
electronic sound effect generators, and other devices are employed by

hobby enthusiasts in an attempt to make their own signals more noticeable and, therefore, more likely to be answered. The FCC, with its
limited facilities for monitoring and locating illegal signals, is simply unable to cope with the magnitude of the enforcement problem. 71 FCC

"crackdowns" have resulted in fines, suspended jail sentences, and license forfeitures for violators, but the punishment given to a few hundred individuals has done very little to deter the activities of the thou-

sands of violators who have escaped punishment. 72

The continuing deterioration of the Class D service, in spite of the
"Illegal for use on 11 meter [27 MHz] CB band."
741, at 216 (1974).
A. REPoRT 139.
68. 1966 FCC ANNl
69. Id. at 147.
70. One way for a reader to obtain an understanding of the situation on the Class
D Band is to listen on a Class D channel during a period when ionospheric skip facilitates long distance reception. The CB hobby operators can be viewed as belonging to
a subculture in which they assume new names, speak a new language, and use a characteristic manner of speech. "Blondie" and her husband "Dagwood" belong to this subculture. The FCC nabbed "Blondie" in Kansas while she was using a linear amplifier
to chat with "Bull Dog" and "Coat Hanger," who were located on the West Coast. Virginia A. Pickens, 41 F.C.C.2d 80 (1973).
71. In 1970 the FCC stated: "Because there are 800,000 licensees in the service
(Class D CRS], the majority of whom violate rules, enforcement is a greater problem
Because of the large number
in this service than in all other services combined. ...
of violators and their existence in every community, and especially because of their disinclination to comply with the rules, the solution to the monitoring enforcement problem
is not in sight." 1970 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 104 (emphasis added).
72. In 1971 the FCC noted "no measurable improvement in compliance with the
course, the standard warning:

BURNSTEIN-APPLEBEE ANNuAl CkTALOG No.

rules."

1971 FCC ANNUAL REPORT 95.
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FCC rules, serves to show that man-made laws do not offer a solution
to the problems associated with this band. The most serious abuses
of the Class D Service are ,tied to the natural long distance characteristics of the 27 MHz band. The opportunity to engage in long distance
"skip" contacts undoubtedly has served as the primary impetus for the
growth of illegal hobby operations. This long distance propagation
phenomenon assures the hobby operator of an almost endless supply
of new persons with whom to chat, since contacts can be made throughout the United States. Linear amplifiers make the illegal user's signal
louder and, therefore, more likely to be answered, since it will effectively drown out competing low-powered signals of legitimate users.
Faced with the failure of its own laws, the FCC has turned to physical laws for a solution. The long distance characteristics which are at
the root of most of the Class D abuses do not exist in the VHF and
UHF regions of the radio spectrum. At these higher frequencies signals are not reflected from the ionosphere, thus limiting communication
range to a local area.73 Use of high power at these frequencies will
assure a strong signal but it will not significantly increase the range of
coverage. Antenna height is the primary factor in determining the
range at these frequencies.74
The Class E Proposal
On June 12, 1973, in response to petitions from individual licensees, electronic manufacturers, and Citizens Band organizations, the
FCC released a notice of inquiry and notice of proposed rulemaking
dealing with the creation of a new class of CRS on the VHF band between 224 and 225 MHz. 7 5 The proposed Class E band would be
divided into forty channels with licensing eligibility requirements similar to that for the present Class D service.7 6
International Law Aspects of Class E
Because radio signals cross international borders, arrangements
must be made to ensure that the same frequencies are not assigned
within interference range by both the United States and an adjacent
country. The band between 220 and 225 MHz is currently allocated
by the FCC and by the international Table of Frequency Allocations
for shared use by stations in the Amateur Radio Service (hams) and
Government Radiolocation Services. 7 The proposed Class E band
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.

See note 37 & accompanying text supra.
See note 38 supra.
38 Fed. Reg. 15854 (1973).
Id. para. 9.
47 C.F.R. § 2.106 (1973).
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would require FCC reallocation of the upper 1 Mffiz portion of the 220225 MHz band. An FCC reallocation, however, would be in derogation of the international Table of Frequency Allocations of which 'the
United States is a proponent. Due to the number of CRS users, Class
E communications on these frequencies would create far more congestion than is caused by present military and ham operations. Although
this VHF band has primarily short-range characteristics, objections from
Canada, Mexico, and even the Soviet Union (due to its proximity to
the state of Alaska) could certainly arise as a result of Class E operations near border areas. 78 The United States is obligated under section
611 of the (Geneva) Radio Regulations79 to conform its own frequency
allocations to those of the Table of Frequency Allocations to the extent
necessary to prevent harmful interference with stations in other nations
which are conforming with the table. Although the FCC could forbid
Class E operation in critical border areas, there is a serious question
whether such a rule could be effectively enforced.
Opposition to Class E
Realizing the present scarcity of radio spectrum space, licensees
of the Amateur Radio Service have voiced vigorous opposition to the
proposed Class E Service. The 27 MHz Class D band was taken from
the Amateur Radio Service in 1957 and reallocated to CRS. Hams are
determined to prevent future surrender of their bands to a service
which they believe to be undeserving. A recent editorial in an amateur
radio magazine characterizes CRS as:
[A] Pandora's box of attrocious horrors, which has never abided by
the concepts which gave it life, has created problems of its own;
and which constitutes an insoluable mess so vile that nobody can
decide what can be done to clear it up! Then they [the FCC]
have the unutterable gall to suggest that this 8cancer
must be al0
lowed to spread to another part of the spectrum.
Hams' opposition to Class E has not been confined to angry editorials.
The American Radio Relay League, a prominent ham organization, has
initiated legal opposition to the FCC's proposal in the form of a re-

ply$' filed in FCC Docket

19759.2

The military departments have reviewed the FCC proposal to determine what impact this would cause to their radiolocation operations
78. According to a news item in a recent issue of an amateur radio magazine,
"Canada has now registered objection [to the proposed Class E Band] in very strong
terms." QST MAGAZINE Apr. 1974, at 10 (emphasis in original deleted).
79. See note 31 supra.
80. Mann & Kinnelon, Leaky Lines, 73 MAGAZiNB, Feb. 1974, at 7, 12, 98.
81. The text of this reply is reprinted in QST MAGAZ3NE, Jan. 1974, at 91.
82. 38 Fed. Reg. 15854 (1973).
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in the 220-225 MHz band. The Department of the Air Force has
stated:
[P]roposed CRS operations represent a significant interference
hazard to military test operations . . . . In view of CRS history
of indisciplined operations uncontrolled sharing
of the frequency re83
source under consideration is not feasible.
The Air Force noted that if the proposal were enacted, then Class E
CRS operations would have to be prohibited in areas surrounding the
White Sand Missile Range in New Mexico and the Gulf Test Range
(Cape Canaveral) in Florida.84
The proposed Class E band involves possible violations of international law, poses a significant interference hazard to military test operations, and is strongly opposed by hams. The potential market for Class
E equipment, however, has been estimated by the President's Office
of Telecommunications Policy to be as large as $300 to $500 million
per year.8 5 A less lucrative proposal might succumb to such formidable
opposition, but the Class E proposal, by virtue of its enormous economic
value, stands a better than even chance of emerging as the victor.
The FCC, as a result of years of unsatisfactory Class D CRS operations, has been especially cautious in its proposal for a VHF Citizens
Band. The commission, in an effort to insure that the new Class E
band will not suffer the same fate as the Class D band, has called for
comments and data86 on a number of factors related to the reallocation
of the band 224-225 MHz to CRS. Among the most important of the
factors are the following:
(1) Effect on Class D Citizens Band operation
(2) Economic, sociological and other public interest benefits which
would be derived
(3) Feasibility -and desirability, including estimated social and economic impact of phasing out8 7either personal or business use of
Class D Service at 27 MHz.
In regard to the first factor, Class D operations would probably experience a lower growth rate and perhaps even an eventual decrease in
present levels of congestion as a result of prospective purchasers of CRS
equipment opting for Class E. Certain frustrated users of Class D
could also be expected, in spite of their investment in Class D gear,
to switch to Class E in order to escape the long-range interference problems encountered on 27 MHz.
The second factor deserves comment in light of the significance
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

62 P & F RADio REG. 15 (1973).
Id.
Id. (App. 2-A).
38 Fed. Reg. 15854 para. 10 (1973).
Id.
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of the public interest benefits which might arise from the establishment
of Class E CRS. The public need for CRS is undeniably documented
in the continuous increase in the number of Class D licensees. Although public need and public interest ,are not always synonymous, it
is difficult to argue that CRS does not also serve the public interest.
CRS allows citizens to realize the tremendous advantages and convenience of two-way radio communication at a relatively low cost. Spectrum space is a valuable commodity and the frequencies allocated to
CRS are suitable for medical telemetry and similar beneficial uses.
Nevertheless, CRS can be justified even in light of the alternative uses,
because it benefits such a large segment of the population. The economic benefits of a Class E band would not be limited to the profits
made by electronic manufacturers who will produce the new equipment. Small businesses and their customers both benefit from the use
of CRS for communication with mobile units. The present situation
on the 27 MHz Class D band hinders the effectiveness of CRS for this
purpose.
The possible phasing out of some of the present uses of the 27
MHz band has caused some panic among present users who fear that
such a decision might render their equipment obsolete. Suppose the
FCC were to outlaw all CRS uses on the 27 MHz band, thus rendering
obsolete millions of dollars worth of Class D equipment. In spite of
the harshness of such a ruling, licensees would be unsuccessful in attacking the rule as an unconstitutional "taking" in violation of the Fifth
Amendment, so long as all administrative and procedural regulations
had been followed. A licensee has no vested property right in the frequencies he is licensed to use. Section 304 of the Communications
Act 8 specifically requires license applicants to sign a waiver of any such
rights. If the FCC, acting under the authority granted to it in section
303 of the Communications Act,8 9 decides to reallocate a band of frequencies, the displaced users cannot, therefore, argue that anything has
been taken from them. 90
The Unconsidered Alternatives to Class E
Whatever Happened to Class A?
Class A, the original UHF service for Citizens Radio voice communications, is still in existence. The Class A service now has sixteen
88. 47 U.S.C. § 304 (1970).
89. Id. § 303.
90. "No licensee obtains any vested interest in any frequency." Ashbacker Radio
Co. v. FCC, 326 U.S. 327, 331 (1945). "The policy of the [Communications] Act is
clear that no person is to have anything in the nature of a property right as a result
of the granting of a license," FCC v, Sanders Bros. Radio Station, 309 U,S, 470, 475

(1940),
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channels in the 462 MHz region of the radio spectrum and provides
for fixed and mobile FM operation with a legal transmitter power limit
of sixty watts. The FCC Annual Report of 1972 shows only 2,229 authorized fixed base station transmitters and only 13,797 mobile stations
sharing this band. 91 Compared with the nearly 4 million transmitters
sharing the twenty-three channels of the Class D band,92 the Class A
band is virtually deserted. This disparity has led one writer to comment:
[T]he concept of establishing a new "VHF Citizens Radio Service"
when a long established [UHF]93 service has never been used efficiently is in direct94contradiction to the principles of efficient spectrum management.
The conclusion is inescapable that a far more efficient use must be
made of the Class A frequencies before an entirely new service on already occupied frequencies is even considered. Most of the technical
difficulties which retarded the early growth of the Class A UHF band
(and thereby caused the establishment of the 27 MHz Class D band)
have been overcome. UHF frequencies are now widely used by police
departments and other municipal agencies for reliable two-way voice
communication. The FCC should thoroughly investigate the possibilities offered by increased utilization of the Class A frequencies before
committing itself to establishing the contemplated Class E band.
Prospects for Improving the 27 MHz Class D Band
Due to the long distance characteristics of the Class D band and
the great number of illegal linear amplifiers currently in use, it is highly
unlikely that the interference problems associated with long distance
hobby operation on 27 MHz can be solved through ordinary rulemaking
proceedings. While the recent proposal to prohibit the marketing of
linear amplifiers" is certainly a step in the right direction, it comes too
late. There are thousands of these devices already in use, and there
is likely to be a rush to purchase these devices now that a marketing
ban seems imminent. Although SSB operation is permitted on the Class
D band, the expense of SSB equipment has resulted in a band occupied
predominantly by AM signals. The FCC has recently proposed to require the use of SSB equipment on certain Class D channels immedi91.
92.

1972 FCC
1973 FCC

93.

In the original text, the author mistakenly referred to the long established Class

ANNUAL REPORT
ANNUAL REPORT

270.
298.

A service as a VHF service. The 462 MHz Class A frequency clearly falls within the
UHF frequencies (300-3000 MHz) as defined in section 2.101 of Title 47 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (1973).
94. Orr, The Inquiring Spectator-A Personal View of Amateur Radio Today, CQ
MAGAZINE,

95.

Jan. 1974, at 84.

39 Fed. Reg. 28165 (1974).
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ately, and on all channels five years after adoption of the final rules. 96
This is the one technical rule with which long distafce hobby operators
would be likely to comply, since SSB offers definite advantages over
97
AM when using the skip phenomena to talk over great distances.
Due to the narrow banded properties of SSB, two SSB channels can
fit into the bandwidth occupied by a single AM channel.9 8 In addition
to requiring a changeover to SSB, the FCC proposal seeks to increase
the size of the Class D band so that when the five year SSB changeover
period is completed, a total of 100 channels would be available for
Class D use.9 9 While this plan would help to reduce congestion, it
would do little to solve long distance interference problems which are
tied to the propagation characteristics of the band.
Such an SSB only policy has been announced by the FCC for the
Marine Radio Service. 100 The commission has, through ,the employment of grandfather clauses and a grace period for changeover from
AM, assured that users' present investment in AM gear can be amortized through allowing its use until the 1977 deadline. 10 The same
type of changeover plan is embodied in the aforementioned Class D
proposal and should prove to be as workable as the Marine Radio Service plan which is currently underway and working well.
Conclusion
Citizens Radio Service fills an important public need in the United
States. Although the concept of public ownership of the radio spectrum was embodied in the earliest radio regulations, it was not until
the establishment of CRS that persons were allowed direct use of this
resource as a privilege attached to their citizenship. The Class D band
through a combination of user lawlessness, physical phenomena, and
poor FCC planning, has become one of the worst examples of spectrum
pollution in the world. The prospects for improving the situation on
this band are not promising. The FCC can relieve some of the congestion on this overcrowded band by adopting an SSB only policy.
The need for CRS is still growing, and the 27 MHz Class D band
96. Id. at 28167 para. 6.
97. Multipath distortion, a factor which casues noticeable deterioration in the
quality of long distance AM voice transmissions, has little effect on SSB signals. W.
LEE & T. MCGuiRE, SINGLE SIDEBAND PRINCIPLES AND CIRcuITs 22-23 (2d rev. ed.
1964).
98. See text accompanying note 39 supra.
99. 39 Fed. Reg. 28167 para. 6 (1974).
100. 33 Fed. Reg. 14121 (1968). In FCC Miscellaneous Amendments to Chapter,
Docket No. 18307 (1968), a report and order were issued amending sections 2, 81, and
83 of Title 47 of the Code of Federal Regulations (1970) to require SSB radiotelephony
on frequencies below 4000 KHz in the maritime services. 35 Fed. Reg. 10212 (1970).
101. 47 C.F.R. § 83.132(a) (1973).
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cannot serve all the needs which will arise. New frequencies must be
opened up. The proposed Class E band offers a chance for an orderly
CRS free from the long distance interference problems which have
plagued Class D. The need for a new Citizens Band is clear, but it
should not be located on frequencies already allocated to other services
before carefully examining all of the alternatives including exploitation
of the original Class A CRS frequencies. The continuing lawlessness
on the Class D band is heard throughout the world, and the FCC would
certainly like to regain control. Conceivably, an army of well-equipped
monitoring teams could reduce violations to a considerable extent, but
such massive enforcement would require huge expenditures of time
and money. Such expenditures would probably not be justified by the
value of the results. The abuses on the 27 MHz band will probably
continue for years, and they will serve perhaps one worthwhile purpose: as a reminder to the FCC of the ultimate consequences of poor
planning.
Former FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson compared the present state of mobile two-way radio systems to the state of telephone communications in 1910. "We now have more than 100 million interconnected telephones. . . Why will Americans be satisfied with anything less in their mobile communications a few years hence?"'10 2 The
answer is obvious: in the growth of CRS, Americans are discovering
the tremendous benefits and convenience of two-way radio. The
growth of CRS is inevitable and desirable. It should be encouraged
rather than stifled. The FCC can, through use of workable regulations,
insure that CRS develops into an orderly communications service.
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